Computational mechanics reveals nanosecond time correlations in molecular dynamics of liquid systems
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**Abstract**

Statistical complexity, a measure introduced in computational mechanics has been applied to MD simulated liquid water and other molecular systems. It has been found that statistical complexity does not converge in these systems but grows logarithmically without a limit. The coefficient of the growth has been introduced as a new molecular parameter which is invariant for a given liquid system. Using this new parameter extremely long time correlations in the system undetectable by traditional methods are elucidated. The existence of hundreds of picosecond and even nanosecond long correlations in bulk water has been demonstrated.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

It is commonly believed that time correlations in liquids under normal conditions do not exceed several picoseconds. At sufficiently large times the dynamics of molecules can be described as ordinary diffusion, that is a purely stochastic process indistinguishable from noise. Indeed, the standard correlation function (calculated both from experimental and simulated data) analysis [1] shows that all velocity correlations in water vanish after \(0.2\) ps for hydrogen and \(0.7\) ps for oxygen (Fig. 1).

Time correlations in atom coordinates are commonly quantified using the diffusion coefficient \(D\) defined through the mean square displacement of an atom \(\langle x^2(t)\rangle\sim t^2\), where \(x\) is an atom’s coordinate. For long enough times, \(D\) is equal to unity and the time changes of \(x\) are completely described as a random process that is zero correlation process. For water, the times when the correlations vanish and \(D\) becomes equal to unity are also of the order of several picoseconds.

Recent analysis pushes this boundary towards tens of picoseconds [2]. The authors investigated the moments (higher than two) of the displacement of atoms in MD simulated water and argon. They have demonstrated that for these times the moments significantly deviate from the behaviour predicted by the diffusion theory. It is shown that the process can be described by the continuous time random walk (in contrast to the simple random walk for normal diffusion) model [3] implying non-Markovian character of the dynamics. However, at the times exceeding several tens of picoseconds the system produces a simple Markov chain.

In this Letter, we demonstrate the existence of dynamical time correlations in liquids at the time scale of hundreds of picoseconds and even nanoseconds. This is done by applying a special statistical measure to the molecular signals, computational mechanics [4–6].

2. Molecular system

We have simulated bulk water (periodic boundary conditions) consisting of 392 SPC (Simple Point Charge) [7] molecules using the GROMACS molecular dynamics [8] package. The temperature of the system was kept constant at 300 K using Berendsen [9] thermostat. Various number of molecules, water models, thermostat types and their parameters were investigated to check the consistency of the results. A sufficient equilibration was performed before collecting data for analysis. The velocity of one of the hydrogens was used as a signal for the analysis.

3. The method

3.1. Test on long time correlations

Before describing the details of the statistical measure that we used in the analysis, let us outline a general and simple procedure that can confirm the existence of dynamical correlations in a molecular system at times \(\tau\) (we will refer to this procedure as ‘\(\tau\)-test’).

Suppose the molecular system at equilibrium generates a signal of the total length \(T\) significantly longer than expected correlation times \(\tau \gg 1\) (we will designate it as ‘original’ signal). Let the signal be, for concreteness, the coordinate of one of the atoms of the system. A statistical measure applied to the signal produces a value \(M\) (for example, the diffusion constant \(D\)). It is important that the same value \(M\) is obtained for any realisation of the trajectory of length \(T\), that is it is independent of the initial
condition. Imagine also an ensemble of n realisations of the same system each starting from randomly chosen initial conditions. A test signal can be constructed from the ensemble such that it consists of ε-long pieces of the signals one from each realisation and the total length of the test signal equals to T (Fig. 2). The same statistical measure can now be calculated from this test signal and it would result in a value M’ (D’ for our example).

Two situations are now possible. If the system does not exhibit correlations at time ε then the original and the test signals are statistically the same and M’ should be equal to M (D = D’). This is because in the absence of correlations changing the molecular positions and velocities from time ε to time ε + τ is equivalent to randomly choosing new values of the coordinates and the velocities. On the other hand, any differences in the values of M and M’ indicate that the original and the test signals are statistically different. Since the statistics on each piece separately are equal to each other (they are independent of the initial conditions), the differences between M and M’ are the result of the changes introduced by the random shifts of the coordinates and velocities after the evolution of the system over the period ε. In other words, statistical correlations in the system at the time scale ε are present. This test is realisable in MD simulations since trajectories starting with specified initial conditions can easily be generated.

3.2. Statistical complexity

The velocity autocorrelation function \( f_r(t) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mathbf{v}_i \cdot \mathbf{v}_{i+1} \) is a two point, linear statistical measure. Computational mechanics [4-6] is conceptually different because it operates on histories of \( \mathbf{v} \). It analyses the histories (‘pasts’) \( \{ \mathbf{v}_1, \mathbf{v}_2, \ldots \} \) by grouping them into classes, called ‘causal states’ \( e_j \), if the histories are followed by the same future \( \{ \mathbf{v}_{i+1}, \mathbf{v}_{i+2}, \ldots \} \) (probabilistically). Thus, the dynamics of the system is described by the probabilistic transitions between the causal states. Importantly, the statistic generated this way is a unique minimal sufficient statistic. This means that it is the most compact complete statistical description of the data, and it is also unique. The collection of the causal states together with the transition probabilities between them is called an ‘ε-machine’. The rigorous definition of the ε-machine and its essential mathematical properties are provided in Appendix A.1.

The statistical complexity \( C_\varepsilon \) is the informational measure of the size of the ε-machine and quantifies the amount of information about the past of the system that is needed to predict its future dynamics: \( C_\varepsilon = H[P(e_t)] \), where H is the Shannon entropy of the distribution of a random variable \( X \), \( H[P(X)] = -\sum_x P(x) \log_2 P(x) \), and \( P(e_t) \) is the causal state probability (see Appendix A.1). ε-machines can be reconstructed from observed data using the CSSR algorithm described and implemented in [10].

Computational mechanics analyses symbolic dynamics. In applying computational mechanics to molecular systems, a correct procedure of converting continuous molecular signals into a discrete symbolic sequences from a finite size alphabet has to be developed. The procedure we used is described in Appendix A.2.

4. Results and discussion

We first investigated the behaviour of ε-machine as a function of the length of the molecular signal, that is the simulation time. Much to our surprise, we have found that the causal states structure, the ε-machine, never converges at least at the lengths \( T \) of feasible MD simulations [11]. Instead, new causal states appear as more data are added during the simulation. This means that the system produces statistically different futures for the same pasts at all times observed in the simulation. Consequently, the value of statistical complexity grows with T. For water the dependence has a clear logarithmic character after \( \approx 0.4 \) ns, Fig. 3 (the initial high values of \( C_\varepsilon \) are due to the effect of the lack of data at small \( T \) when most of the sequences seen by the algorithm are unique that results in a large number of spurious causal states).

Similar behaviour can be observed for, example, the mean square displacement of atoms. It also diverges with time, that is it goes to infinity at infinitely long times. The coefficient of the divergence is the diffusion constant \( D \). Similarly, we have introduced the coefficient of the growth of statistical complexity, \( h_0 \) (Fig. 2): \( C_\varepsilon = a + h_0 \log_2 T \).

It should be stressed, that this behaviour is not an artefact of the procedure of the analysis, but rather an intrinsic property of the molecular dynamical system. We have conducted a large number
of test that provide evidences of the independence of the phenomenon on (i) the procedure of symbolisation including the alphabet size and particular partitioning of the velocity space, (ii) the length of the histories used in the reconstruction of the \(\epsilon\)-machine, (iii) the tolerance with which the statistical equivalence of the histories is established. Some of the test are summarised in Appendix A.3 and the details are provided in [11].

We have also verified that the value of \(h_0\) does not depend on the details of the model of the liquid such as the number of molecules, water model types, parameters of the thermostat, etc. (see [11] for details).

Finally, an independent test that proves the genuine character of the phenomenon is as follows. If the original signal is randomised at every 0.15 ps (by randomly rotating the velocity \(v\) around the origin) the phenomenon disappears. This is equivalent to destroying the dynamics at every 0.15 ps while preserving the statistics on the signal (the autocorrelation function remains the same). If the phenomenon was the result of the analysis procedure, the randomised signal would have produced the same \(\epsilon\)-machine, which was not the case. The details of this and other similar tests are described in [11].

The phenomenon is observed not only in water but also in other molecular systems. For example, for liquid argon \(h_0 = 0.32\), while for a cluster of three water molecules in vacuum \(h_0 = 0.90\). Therefore, \(h_0\) seems to depend on the nature of the molecular system, that is on the system’s inter-particle interactions. \(h_0\) appears to be an invariant statistical characteristic of the liquid, similar to the diffusion coefficient. However, in contrast to the latter and the majority of the statistical descriptors of liquids, \(h_0\) behaves fundamentally different in the \(\epsilon\)-test described in Section 3.1.

We have composed the test signal from the pieces of 158 ps long each and of the same total length as the original signal, 60 ns. While the autocorrelation function and the diffusion coefficient produce the same values for both signals, \(h_0\) has significantly higher value for the composite signal (0.71 for the original signal and 1.21 for the test one). This means that the data in the pieces are statistically (in the statistical complexity sense) different between each other. We would like to stress again that each piece is significantly longer than the correlation times quantified by the traditional methods. Therefore, the test signal is indistinguishable from the original one from the point of view of the traditional analysis. However, hidden correlations do exist in the signal and can be discovered using the \(h_0\) measure.

The computational mechanics detects correlations in the molecular signals at the times of at least 158 ps. We have also tested longer pieces. \(h_0\) remains higher than for the original signal even though the difference is smaller. This is because for longer pieces there are fewer statistically different parts of data and, consequently, it is statistically closer to the original signal.

We have calculated the values of \(h_0\) for different signals generated by the system: the velocities of the oxygen and hydrogen atoms and the instantaneous temperature in bulk water. The resulting values are the same within numerical errors. This shows that the phenomenon manifests itself in different degrees of freedom of the system and even in their combination (the temperature) [11]. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that it reflects the behaviour of the full dimensional trajectory rather than the properties of individual signals produced by the system.

Because of very high dimensionality of the system the phase space volume is extremely large. Even taking into account the fact that not the whole volume is explored but only the energetically allowed areas, the area accessible by the molecular trajectory is still very large. Therefore, the molecular trajectory never returns to itself, that is every time the trajectory crosses the phase space box it almost certainly takes a new route. This also follows from the chaotic nature of the system.

We interpret the phenomenon in its three parts separately: (i) the phase space structure of the system at a fixed (but large) signal length \(T\); (ii) why \(C_s\) increases with \(T\); and (iii) why \(h_0\) is higher for the \(\epsilon\)-test signal.

(i) Different parts of the trajectory should be statistically close to each other because they are grouped together into a small number of causal states (the number of causal states is \(\approx 400\) for the longest trajectory of 60 ps that contains approximately two million histories). This number is significantly smaller than it would have been in the case of completely independent histories. In the latter case every new history would form a new causal state and the size of the \(\epsilon\)-machine would be equal to the total number of histories in the signal.

From the analysis of the histories in each causal state we have found that the histories from one causal state are not only close to each other statistically but also in absolute values. That is the values of the velocities at each point in the histories are very close. In other words the \(\epsilon\)-machine reveals that the trajectory covers the phase space very non-uniformly, some histories appear more often than others. There are two possibilities that can lead to such grouping. The trajectory can form compact clusters in the phase space, that is it can fluctuate in small areas of the phase space. Alternatively, the trajectory moves along ‘preferred routes’ in the phase space and the number of these routes is limited such that the trajectory returns to the same route many times during the simulation.

Apparently, if the first situation takes place, the values of the degrees of freedom (the coordinates and the velocities) should also form compact clusters. Whereas for the second case the degrees of freedom could take any allowed values. For our system, the latter is observed. The total simulation time is long enough for every molecule to cross the entire simulation box a few dozens of times. In other words, every degree of freedom of the system changes its value in the whole allowed range of possible values (the velocities oscillate from minimal to maximal values very quickly), that is the allowed phase space area is spanning from boundary to boundary.

Taking into account these considerations we suggest the following microscopic picture. The molecular trajectory moves along a ‘network’ of allowed ‘channels’ in the phase space.
The ‘width’ of the channels is relatively small and, consequently, the explored phase space volume of the system is also small, at least compared to the whole energetically allowed area of the phase space. Importantly, it should be remembered that the values of the velocities themselves cover the phase space uniformly (which can be easily verified). It is when the histories of them are considered, the non-uniformity of covering the phase space becomes detectable.

(ii) As the length of the simulation $T$ increases the causal states split, that is previously similar histories become statistically different. In other worlds, the histories are redistributed towards more uniform covering of the phase space. From this point of view $h_Q$ quantifies the rate with which the trajectory explores the phase space, and the rate is much less than it could have been in the absence of any preferable routes in the phase space. The ‘network’ spreads out with $T$ but slower than in the case of the stochastic limit.

(iii) The ‘network’ picture explains why the $s$-test signal produces larger values of $h_Q$. Since the relative volume of the network is much smaller than the whole allowed area of the phase space then initial conditions for the next piece chosen randomly fall with high probability outside the network of the current piece. In other words, for each piece in the test signal there exists its own network. When many networks are superimposed in one signal, the total area covered by the trajectory becomes larger than for the original signal (Fig. 4). Therefore, the phase space is explored faster which, in turn, results in a higher value of $h_Q$.

5. Conclusions

Summarising, using statistical complexity, a measure on the histories of molecular signal, a parameter $h_Q$, is introduced. The parameter appears to be an invariant statistical characteristic of the liquid. It is fundamentally different from other commonly used statistical characteristics such as autocorrelation function or diffusion coefficient in that $h_Q$ reveals hidden correlations in liquids on the time scale of hundreds of picoseconds and even nanoseconds, an order of magnitude longer than commonly accepted.

We conjecture that $h_Q$ quantifies the rate with which the system’s trajectory explores the phase space. In this way, it elucidates the structure in the full-dimensional phase space that is not visible to other methods. The structure appears to be a network in the phase space that the trajectory preferably follows. The area covered by this network (and by the trajectory evolving on it) is much smaller than the whole energetically allowed phase space area.

The network structure depends on the initial conditions. From the molecular point of view it means that it does matter where to start the trajectory. In the process of following the network structure the trajectory is confined within the network that introduces the very long time correlations. This is also a manifestation of non-ergodicity in the molecular system for which it is least expected to be found.

From the practical point of view the presented results can be important in cases where long lasting phenomena involving few molecules are under consideration. An obvious example is protein folding, where it becomes possible to experimentally analyse few (if not a single one) molecules over the time scales of nanoseconds. Other examples are from the field of various kinds of single molecular experiments, including single molecule spectroscopy [12]. Here the experimentally measured value is exactly of the kind described in this work: it is a signal generated by one unperturbed molecular process rather than an ensemble averaged quantity.
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Appendix A

A.1. Computational mechanics

All past $s_i$ and future $s_j$ halves of bi-infinite symbolic sequences centred at times $i$ are considered. Two pasts $s_i$ and $s_j$ are defined equivalent if the conditional distributions over their futures $P(s^+|s_i)$ and $P(s^+|s_j)$ are equal. A causal state $\epsilon(s^i)$ is a set of all pasts equivalent to $s_i$; $\epsilon(s_i) = \{ \lambda : P(s^+|\lambda) = P(s^+|s_i) \}$. At a given moment the system is at one of the causal states, and moves to the next one with the probability given by the transition matrix $T_0 \equiv P(\epsilon_i|\epsilon_i)$. The transition matrix defines the asymptotic causal state probabilities as its left eigenvector $P(\epsilon_i)T_0 = P(\epsilon_i)$, where $\sum P(\epsilon_i) = 1$. The collection of the causal states together with the transition probabilities define an $\epsilon$-machine.

It is proven [13] that the $\epsilon$-machine is

- a sufficient statistic, that is it contains the complete statistical information about the data;
- a minimal sufficient statistic, therefore the causal states cannot be subdivided into smaller states;
- a unique minimal sufficient statistic, any other one simply relabels the same states.

A.2. Symbolisation

Without any loss of dynamical information, an $n$-dimensional continuous trajectory of a dynamical system can be converted to an $(n-1)$-dimensional map using the Poincare section. At the locations where the trajectory pierces the Poincare section surface the points of the map are generated, thus sampling the continuous signal at discrete time moments. However, the dynamics of the map is equivalent to the original signal only if the full-dimensional phase space trajectory is considered. For molecular signals when the 3-dimensional configuration (or velocity) trajectory of one atom (or higher dimensional for a group of atoms) is analysed the Poincare map is undefined. However, a similar approach can be used to naturally sample the roughly periodic signal of molecular systems.

![Fig. 5. The process of converting the continuous atomic velocity signal $v_x$ into symbolic sequence. On the right the symbolisation with 2, 3, 4, and 5 symbols are shown.](image-url)
Trajectories into symbolic sequences we, first, built a two-dimensional map by finding the intersections of the trajectory with the $xy$-plane and, second, assigned a symbol to each point of the map depending to what segment of the partition the point belongs (Fig. 5).

A.3. Computational mechanics produces consistent results

Two parameters of the algorithm should be set in calculating $C_s$ of a signal of given length, the alphabet size $K$ and the length $l$ of the histories $s$ used by the $\epsilon$-machine reconstruction algorithm CSSR.

The dependence of $C_s$ on both parameters is shown in Table 1. The convergence with $l$ is excellent, so that for $l \geq 6$ the algorithm produces almost identical results. Reliable results for large alphabet sizes $K$ are more difficult to obtain because for higher $K$ much longer signals are required. This explains the somewhat increased values of $C_s$ for $K = 5$ in Table 1.

Varying the position of the Poincare section plane along the $z$-axes did not lead to any change in the results. The effect of various partitionings of the continuous space has been checked by applying non-symmetric (same as symmetric but shifted along the $x$ and $y$ axes) partitions. In all cases this resulted in lower values of $C_s$. Any variants of centrally symmetric partitioning produced identical results.

Finally, different values of the adjustable parameter of the CSSR algorithm, the significance level for the $\chi^2$-squared test that quantifies the statistical equivalence of the histories has been checked. For the values of 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 the same qualitative behaviour of $C_s$ and the same value of $h_0$ have been reproduced.

To discretise the three-dimensional velocity trajectories of individual atoms of the molecular system we used its intersections with the $xy$-plane. For hydrogen water atoms, for example, the average time interval between the intersections was equal to 0.032 ps. Very conveniently it roughly corresponds to the first minimum on the autocorrelation function, obeying the general rule for time sampling of signals. The resulting two-dimensional points approximately uniformly cover the area and form a centrally-symmetric distribution of points, Fig. 5.

In order to convert the trajectory map into a sequence of symbols from a finite alphabet, an appropriate partitioning of the continuous trajectory and the resulting two-dimensional points approximately uniformly cover the area and form a centrally-symmetric distribution of points, Fig. 5.

Consider a dynamical system $x_{n+1} = f(x_n), f : M \rightarrow M$ and a finite collection of disjoint open sets $\{B_i\}^l_{i=1}$, partition elements, such that for their closures $M = \bigcup^l_i B_i$. Given an initial condition $x_0$, the trajectory $\{x_n\}^\infty_{n=0}$ defines a sequence of visited partition elements $\{B_i\}^l_{i=1}$ or $\{s_i\}^l_{i=1}$, where $s_i$ are symbols from the alphabet that mark the elements where $x_i \in B_i$. For a generating partition the intersection of all images and pre-images of these elements is, in the limit $n \rightarrow \infty$, a single point: $\cap^l_{i=1} f^{-i}(B_i)$. This elegant mathematical construct has two disadvantages when applied to realistic molecular signals. First, an algorithm for calculating a GP in a general case is unknown. Second, it is shown for simple tent maps [15] that the values of statistical complexity for different GPs of the same system are different (a system can have many GPs, not to confuse with the uniqueness of a symbolic representation of a trajectory for a given GP).

Recently methods for finding approximations for GPs are reported. The method from [16] is shown to reproduce GP for known systems and can treat multi-dimensional observed time-series data. The results of the application of this method to our velocity data using 2, 3, 4, and 5 partitions are shown in Fig. 5. For all cases the resulting approximations to GP are centrally symmetric (probably, because of the central symmetry of the data points distribution). Thus, for our signals we used centrally symmetric partitions in all subsequent calculations.

Summarising, in converting the three-dimensional molecular trajectories into symbolic sequences we, first, built a two-dimensional map by finding the intersections of the trajectory with the $xy$-plane and, second, assigned a symbol to each point of the map depending to what segment of the partition the point belongs (Fig. 5).
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$l$</th>
<th>$C_s$</th>
<th>$K$</th>
<th>$C_s$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To discretise the three-dimensional velocity trajectories of individual atoms of the molecular system we used its intersections with the $xy$-plane. For hydrogen water atoms, for example, the average time interval between the intersections was equal to 0.032 ps. Very conveniently it roughly corresponds to the first minimum on the autocorrelation function, obeying the general rule for time sampling of signals. The resulting two-dimensional points approximately uniformly cover the area and form a centrally-symmetric distribution of points, Fig. 5.

In order to convert the trajectory map into a sequence of symbols from a finite alphabet, an appropriate partitioning of the continuous space has been checked by applying non-symmetric (same as symmetric but shifted along the $x$ and $y$ axes) partitions. In all cases this resulted in lower values of $C_s$. Any variants of centrally symmetric partitioning produced identical results.

Finally, different values of the adjustable parameter of the CSSR algorithm, the significance level for the $\chi^2$-squared test that quantifies the statistical equivalence of the histories has been checked. For the values of 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 the same qualitative behaviour of $C_s$ and the same value of $h_0$ have been reproduced.
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